Galileo Sandbox

The Galileo Sandbox delivers the full Galileo experience.

Our sandbox replicates our production environment, so the only surprise is how creative (and fast) you can move.

Your Developers can code to the Galileo Program Master API and start testing in the Galileo Sandbox with no contract or even NDA required, encouraging lightning fast iteration and the freedom to create without limitation—all within a secure environment.

And, you’ll experience exactly what it’s like to work with Galileo, using tools that make your work fast and intuitive—like, instantly creating single-click code fragments in the most popular programming languages to cut development time to almost zero.

Write, test and execute code in a simulated live environment.

The Galileo Sandbox offers a rich environment for you to write, execute and test application code against the Galileo APIs—at no cost to you.

- View code snippets for each API method in popular programming languages.
- Execute each API method without programming.
- Troubleshoot using all historical sandbox activity.
- Test extensively against all known and anticipated scenarios, including stress testing.
- Simulate authorization and settlement of payments network transactions.
- Simulate card activation.

And, everything you create in the Galileo Sandbox can be quickly and easily moved into the Galileo production environment—so no time or effort is lost.